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Abstract 
 
In this time of Internet delivery, learning through Internet will be 
popular and enhance the efficiency of teaching. This paper presents an 
Internet-based distance learning system for English learning through 
multimedia database and Internet technologies, it is called 
"multimedia English corpus". It includes two major learning functions. 
One of them provides Articles, Dialogs, and Videos databases in 
English. An English learner can study English writing, reading, and 
listing by Web browser to connect the Corpus server. In the system, 
"semantic query" and "Link grammar annotation" are applied. It can 
promote the query level from keyword-base and content-based query 
to semantic level. These skills of "semantic query" and "link 
grammar" have been used to construct the English multimedia corpus 
system. The main function of this system is to query the English 
sentence pattern by keywords from the English multimedia corpus. 
And the other function is to detect the grammar error in the sentence, 
which is written by student. It does not only provide learners to find 
their mistakes of English grammar, but also the teachers can 
understand the most frequent mistakes made by learners through the 
records of this corpus. 
 
Key Words : Distance Learning, Semantic-Level Query, Corpus, 
Multimedia, Link Grammer 
 
1. Introduction 
Traditional relation databases always store 
the character and numeral data. One of the main 
functions deals with basic character and numeral 
data, for examples are “students’ data of schools”, 
“employee and financial affair data of the 
companies.” Following the development of 
computer technologies, multiple types of data, such 
as image, audio, video, and hypermedia document, 
are applied in the representation of computer 
information. Thus the technologies of database 
need to support multimedia data, called multimedia 
database. There are many issues in the multimedia 
database, such like the content-based retrieval [6, 
19], shape detection, and object recognition [7, 
12], …etc. At the same time, there are many 
application domains of multimedia database are 
promoted by these technique issues. Many 
examples of distance learning, digital television, 
distance medical and others are implemented based 
on those techniques. This paper will present an 
Internet-based English learning environment 
applied the technologies of multimedia database. 
Learning English is always a big problem for 
Chinese students. Some experts suggest that the 
best way to improve the efficient of English 
learning is to get a good English study 
environment and practice English in several 
different ways to be a satisfying learning 
experience. In this viewpoint, it is appropriate that 
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teachers should consider how to provide students a 
better environment for English learning. Distance 
learning based on Internet is one of the best 
solutions to build a English learning environment. 
Currently, the highly distributed computing 
environment has been supported and applied. It is 
particularly important that networking services act 
as tutoring tools. Different kinds of innovative 
approaches have been investigated these years. 
Many advocates of computer-mediated education 
emphasize its positive aspects and undertake the 
kind of work that it requires for students. There are 
some tutoring systems of English learning based 
on computing environment have been developed 
by a number of academic research group [20, 21, 
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. 
By the way, as students learning a foreign 
language with computing devices, they might 
suffer from a lot of difficulties and have many 
problems. Some articles discuss whether students’ 
frustrations inhibit their educational opportunity 
[21, 22, 24]. However, students’ frustrations were 
found in three interrelated sources: lack of prompt 
feedback, ambiguous instructions on the web, and 
technical problems. 
As mentioned above, it encourages us a great 
deal of inspirations to develop an easy-used 
English learning system. This means that several 
preparations, which are certainly relevant to 
English learning, are necessary for the proposed 
system. While dealing with natural language 
processing, the system is constructed based on the 
Link Grammar. In order to keep some differences 
from the conventional approaches, some 
modification will be made to improve its ability. 
Thus, there is a new kind of Corpus system is 
presented for the students. One of the functions of 
the proposed English-learning corpus, it is built to 
store the mistakes that students usually make. All 
the errors that students will probably make should 
be constructed in advance. There are more 
information for each type of mistakes, such as 
correcting suggestions and error descriptions. The 
motivation that the Corpus constructed can not 
only act as suggestion provider but also record the 
mistakes that Chinese students might happen in 
English. The corpus can provide students, teachers 
and researchers a good tool in the Internet. Another 
function of this multimedia corpus, user can find 
some example sentences from movies scripts, live 
dialogs and textbook reading and etc. Each 
sentence from living dialog and the caption of the 
movies is parsed and analyzed by link grammar, 
and some special tags are included, and then stored 
together in this proposed database system. The 
system provides users to query English sentence 
pattern on-line through Internet. Consequently, the 
system provides to the query methodology base on 
the semantic retrieval. 
In this paper, English sentences will be 
analyzed firstly. We can divide the sentence pattern 
into nine classes. Secondly, each sentence pattern 
is parsed by link grammar, and the phenomenon is 
that every pattern has their special tag set. 
Consequently, the system can construct the query 
engine using these important tag sets. 
In generally, the learning corpus stores the 
single sentences or vocabularies and provides user 
to query by keywords [20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 
29, 30, 31, 32]. This paper will discuss how to use 
the appended information, the special tag sets, 
generated by Link grammar to promote the query 
function from keyword-based to semantic-based. 
This paper has surveyed several web sites 
about learning corpus [20, 21, 22, 23], and study 
several papers beside link grammar [8, 10, 15, 16]. 
Furthermore, Schulenburg proposed the processing 
with realistic feedback [10], Brill's machine 
learning and automatic linguistic analysis [14], 
Chang presented Automatic linguistic resolution: 
framework and applications [4], and the other 
important manuscripts have been referenced [1, 8, 
9, 16, 18]. 
In section 2, this paper discusses the related 
works, which are about link grammar and XML. 
The system analysis for the proposed learning 
functions will be introduced in the section 3, The 
section 4 presents the architecture of the proposed 
system. And the conclusion and the discussions of 
future research in the section 5. 
2. The Related Work 
2.1 Link Grammar Terminology 
Link grammar is an English grammar parser 
system proposed by school of computer science of 
CMU. Link grammar is a context-free formalism 
for the description of natural language [11]. 
A link grammar consists of a set of words, 
called the terminal symbols of the grammar, each 
of which has a linking requirement. The linking 
requirements of each word are contained in a 
dictionary. To illustrate the linking requirements, 
Figure 1 shows a simple dictionary for the words 
a/the, cat/mouse, John, ran, chased. The diagram 
shows the link requirement is represented on the 
above of each word. 
Each of the intricately shaped boxes has a 
label called  connector.  A pair of  compatible 
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Figure 1. Words and connectors in the dictionary 
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Figure 2. All linking requirements are satisfied to form a linkage 
 
 
the  cat  chased  a  mouse
D
D
O
S
Figure 3. The simplified form of Fig. 2 
 
Table 1. The words and linking requirements in a 
dictionary 
 
words formula
a / the D+
cat / mouse D-  &  (O- or S+)
John O-  or  S+
ran S-
chased S-  &  O+  
 
connectors will match to each other, and only one 
of the connectors attached to a given black dot 
must be satisfied. In the figure 2, it shows how the 
linking requirements are satisfied in the sentence, 
"The cat chased a mouse." 
The sentence consists of five words. We may 
think the linkage as a graph. And the words can be 
treated as vertices, which are connected by 
arcswith labels on them, so that the graph is 
connected and planar. The labeled arcs connecting 
words to other words on their lefts or rights are 
called links. A valid parse is called a linkage. Here 
is the simplified form of the diagram showing that 
the cat chased a mouse is part of this language. 
The following abridged dictionary, presented 
as Table 1, encodes some linking requirements of 
the example above. 
The linking requirement for each word is 
expressed as a formula involving the operators &, 
and or, parentheses, and connector names. The + 
or – suffix on a connector name indicates the 
direction in which the matching connector must lie. 
The farther left a connector is in the expression, the 
nearer the word to which it connects must be. 
A sequence of words is a sentence of the 
language defined by the grammar if there exists a 
way to draw links among the words so as to satisfy 
the formula of each word, and the following 
meta-rules: 
Planarity: The links are drawn above the sentence 
and do not cross. 
Connectivity: The links suffice to connect all the 
words of the sequence together. 
Ordering: When the connectors of a formula are 
traversed from left to right, the words 
to which they connect proceed from 
near to far. In other words, consider a 
word, and consider two links 
connecting that word to word to its left. 
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The link connecting the near word (the 
shorter link) must satisfy a connector 
appearing to the left (in the formula) of 
that of the other word. Similarly, a link 
to the right must satisfy a connector to 
the left (in the formula) of a longer 
link to the right. 
Exclusion: No two links may connect the same 
pair of words. 
The use of formula to specify a link grammar 
dictionary is convenient for creating natural 
language grammars, but it is cumbersome for 
mathematical analysis of link grammar, and in 
describing algorithms for parsing link grammar. 
Here is a different way of expressing a link 
grammar called disjunctive form. In disjunctive 
form, each word of the grammar has a set of 
disjuncts associated with it. A disjunct will be 
denoted: 
 
((L1, L2, …, Lm)(Rn, Rn-1, …, R1)) 
 
Where L1, L2, …, Lm are the connectors that 
must connect to the left, and Rn, Rn-1, …, R1 are 
connectors that must connect to the right. 
 
It is easy to see how to translate a link 
grammar in disjunctive form to one in standard 
form. It can be done simply by rewriting each 
disjunct as 
 
(L1&L2&…&Lm&R1& R2&…&Rn) 
 
and combining all the disjuncts together with the 
or operator to make an appropriate formula. 
 
It is also easy to translate a formula into a set 
of disjuncts. This is done by enumerating all ways 
that the formula can be satisfied. For example, the 
formula 
 
(A- or ( )) & D- & (B+ or ( )) & (O- or S+) 
 
corresponds to the following eight disjuncts: 
 
( (A,D)    (S,B) ) 
( (A,D,O)  (B) ) 
( (A,D)     (S) ) 
( (A,D,O)  ( ) ) 
( (D)      (S,B) ) 
( (D,O)     (B) ) 
( (D)     (S) ) 
( (D,O)    ( ) ) 
 
Any of the eight disjuncts may be used in 
some linkages. 
2.2 XML Terminology 
The extraordinary growth of the World Wide 
Web has been fueled by the ability it gives authors 
to easily and cheaply distribute electronic 
documents to an international audience. As Web 
documents have become larger and more complex, 
however, Web content providers have begun to 
experience the limitations of a medium that does 
not provide the extensibility, structure, and data 
checking needed for large-scale commercial 
publishing. To address the requirements of 
commercial Web publishing and enable the further 
expansion of Web technology into new domains of 
distributed document processing, the World Wide 
Web Consortium (W3C) has developed an 
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) for 
applications that require functionality beyond the 
current Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). 
XML is not a single, predefined markup 
language: it’s a metalanguage – a language for 
describing other languages – which lets you design 
your own markup. It can do this because it’s 
written in SGML, the international standard 
meta-language for markup. 
SGML had been used for many years in 
sophisticated and highly complex publishing 
applications. Despite the fact that HTML, an 
application of SGML, is the standard for Web 
publishing, SGML itself never got any traction 
with the Web development community. This is 
primary due to the complexity of SGML and the 
resulting overhead required using it. 
XML is an abbreviate version of SGML, to 
make it easier for authors to define their own 
document types, and to make it easier for 
programmers to write programs to handle them. It 
omits the more complex and less-used parts of 
SGML in return for the benefits of being easier to 
write applications for, easier to understand, and 
more suited to delivery and interoperability over 
the Web. But it is still SGML, and XML files may 
still be parsed and validated the same as any other 
SGML file. 
XML is a low-level syntax for representing 
structured data. You can use this simple syntax to 
support a wide variety of applications. This idea is 
put across in a simplistic way in the diagram below, 
which shows how XML now underpins a number 
of Web mark-up languages and applications. 
XML-based data does not contain 
information about how data should be displayed. 
To display the data,  either the Web server or the 
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Figure 4. Applications with XML 
 
 
Web browser will need to move XML-based data 
into HTML for display, or alternatively transform 
XML data into HTML. In the future, developers 
will be able to use XSL to generate HTML without 
complex scripting. XSL is a transformation 
language that defines rules for mapping structured 
XML data to HTML, or other display formats, 
using an XSL Processor. 
This system will be based on those above two 
kinds of technology, to build a new English 
learning environment. 
3. System Analysis 
In this paper, the proposed system provides 
two kinds of learning functions. We can consider 
that there are two kinds of sub-systems in the 
system. The names of the two sub-systems are 
English pattern query system and English sentence 
error-detect system, respectively. The detail will be 
discussed in the following. 
3.1 The English Pattern Query System 
To develop this system, English sentence 
patterns are analyzed firstly. In general analysis, 
there are five English sentence patterns shown as 
follows: 
(1) Simple sentence pattern 
(2) Negate sentence pattern 
(3) Interrogative sentence pattern 
(4) WH question sentence pattern 
(5) Imperative sentence pattern 
 
And then they can be divided more detail by 
tense and they and their examples are presented 
follows: 
Simple pattern 
The simple present tense: He writes a letter 
everyday. 
The simple past tense: He wrote a letter 
yesterday. 
The simple future tense: He will write a letter 
tomorrow. 
Perfective pattern 
The present perfective tense: He has written a 
letter. 
The past perfective tense: He had written a 
letter when I came. 
The future perfective tense: He will have 
written a letter before I come. 
Continuous pattern 
The present continuous tense: He is writing a 
letter now. 
The past continuous tense: He was writing a 
letter when I came. 
The future continuous tense: He will be 
writing a letter when I come. 
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Perfective proceed pattern 
The present perfective continuous tense: He 
is writing a letter now. 
The past perfective continuous tense: He was 
writing a letter when I came. 
 
After parsed by link grammar, that can find 
the label relation of those sentence patterns. That 
shown by table 2~5 as follow. 
 
 
Table 2. Simple sentence pattern and link grammar tags 
 
 Active voice Passive voice 
Simple pattern present 
past 
future 
Ss or Sp 
Ss or Sp 
Ss or Sp + I 
Ss or Sp + Pv 
Ss or Sp + Pv 
Ss or Sp + Ix + Pv 
Continuous 
pattern 
present 
past 
future 
Ss or Sp + PP 
Ss or Sp + PP 
Ss + If + PP 
Ss or Sp + ppf + Pv 
Ss or Sp + ppf + Pv 
Ss or Sp + If + ppf + Pv 
Proceed 
pattern 
present 
past 
future 
Ss or Sp + Pg 
Ss or Sp + Pg 
Ss or Sp + Ix + Pg 
Ss or Sp + Pg + Pv 
Ss or Sp + Pg + Pv 
none 
Perfective 
continuous 
pattern 
present 
past 
Ss or Sp + ppf + Pg
Ss or Sp + ppf + Pg
 
Illustrate: 
Ss and Sp: connects subject nouns to finite verbs 
I: connects infinitive verb forms to certain words such as modal verbs and "to" 
PP: connects forms of "have" with past participles.  
PV: connects forms of the verb "be" to past participles. 
Pg: connects forms of the verb "be" to present participles. 
ppf: connects forms of the verb "be" to past participles “been”. 
 
 
Table 3. Negate sentence pattern and link grammar tags 
 
 Original＋not “Not” condensation 
Simple pattern present 
past 
future 
Ss or Sp + N 
Ss or Sp + N 
Ss or Sp + N + I 
Ss or Sp + I*d 
Ss or Sp + I*d 
Ss or Sp + I 
Continuous 
pattern 
present 
past 
future 
Ss or Sp + N + PP 
Ss or Sp + N + PP 
Ss or Sp + N + If + 
PP 
Ss or Sp + PP 
Ss or Sp + PP 
Ss or Sp + If + PP 
Proceed 
pattern 
present 
past 
future 
Ss or Sp + N + Pg 
Ss or Sp + N + Pg 
Ss or Sp + N + Ix + 
Pg 
Ss or Sp + Pg 
Ss or Sp + Pg 
Ss or Sp + Ix + Pg 
Perfective 
continuous 
pattern 
present 
past 
Ss or Sp + N + ppf + 
Pg 
Ss or Sp + N + ppg 
+Pg  
Ss or Sp + ppf + Pg 
Ss or Sp + ppf + Pg 
Illustrate: 
There must be label “N” in the negate sentence pattern. 
N: connects the word "not" to preceding auxiliaries. 
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Table 4. Yes/No question sentence and link grammar tags 
 
 Yes/No question sentence 
Simple pattern present 
past 
future 
Qd + SIs + I*d  
Qd + SIs + I*d 
Qd + SIs + I 
Continuous pattern present 
past 
future 
Qd + SIs + PP 
Qd + SIs + PP 
Qd + SIs + If + PP 
Proceed pattern present 
past 
future 
Qd + SIs + Pg 
Qd + SIs + Pg 
Qd + SIs + Ix + Pg 
Perfective continuous 
pattern 
present 
past 
Qd + SIs + ppf + Pg 
Qd + SIs + ppf + Pg 
Illustrate: 
Yes/no question sentence pattern must be star by label “Qd”.  
Qd: is used in questions. 
 
 
Table 5. WH question sentence and link grammar tags 
 what Where and how 
Simple pattern present 
past 
future 
Wq + Sid + I*d + Bsw 
Wq + Sid + I*d + Bsw 
Wq + SIs + I + Bsw 
Wq + Q + SIs + I*d 
Wq + Q + SIs + I*d 
Wq + Q + SIs + I*d 
Continuous 
pattern 
present 
past 
future 
Wq + SIs + I + Bsw 
Wq + SIs + I + Bsw 
Wq + Q + SIs + PP 
Wq + Q + SIs + PP 
Proceed 
pattern 
present 
past 
future 
Wq + SIs + Pg + Bsw 
Wq + SIs + Pg + Bsw 
Wq + Q + SIs + PP 
Wq + Q + SIs + PP 
Perfective 
continuous 
pattern 
present 
past none none 
Illustrate: 
WH question sentence must be star by label “Wq”. 
Wq: connects the subjects of main clauses to the most questions (except yes-no 
questions). most questions (except yes-no questions). 
Sid: connects subject nouns to finite verbs in cases of subject-verb inversion 
Bsw: connects auxiliary verb will、have/has/had to past participle. 
 
 
After parsed these English sentence patterns 
by link grammar, each pattern has their special 
kinds of label constituent type. It is easily using the 
characteristic to parse each sentence in the system. 
And then the result label set is stored in the 
database. For example, (Ss, ppf, pg) is a label set 
after parsed by link grammar. And stored in the 
database. Then user can use query language to 
query the English sentence pattern what they want 
to read or learn. In the beginning, analysis only one 
kind of pattern is ensuring pattern is pure, and then 
the system can be upgraded to deal with 
multi-pattern in the future. The system can also 
deal with multi query in several kinds of pattern. 
But there are some difficulties, we will discuss 
them in latter section. 
3.2 English Sentence Error Detect System 
In this section, we illustrate the Enhanced 
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Link Grammar based on the dictionary with 
modified disjuncts. Firstly, this section introduces 
how the words link together. And the second part 
goes for the workings of the Enhanced Link 
Grammar. 
3.2.1 Modified Dictionary 
All of the recognized words of link grammar 
are stored in its dictionary. The following diagram, 
Figure 5, shows what the dictionary looks like. 
 
 
Figure 5. The original dictionary in the link grammar 
 
 
 
Figure 6. The modified dictionary 
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In general, the formula of each word is 
complicated. The first step for us is to analyze the 
word that we want to change its connectors. The 
characteristics of different formulas impose 
different constrains on the design of our work. 
Some changes maybe work for our modification, 
but a lot of them maybe not. It is worth choosing 
some simple words to test before going into the 
details. 
For example, some verbs must be followed 
by infinitive –to, some must be followed by gerund, 
and some must be followed by participle. There are 
some verbs that can accept several different types. 
People say “We enjoy walking in the rain.” but not 
“We enjoy to walk in the rain.” By the way, we can 
change the link of the word “enjoy” to make it 
acceptable for infinitive –to. 
Comparing with Figure 5, in Figure 6, we 
change part of the formula from “(Pg)” to “(Pg or 
TO***e9+)”. By this method, the word “enjoy” 
can link to not only a gerund but also an 
infinitive –to with the additional connector 
“TO***e9+”. The new connector contains a 
subscript “***e9 ” which means there would be an 
error of type 9. 
And then, we type another two sentences “We 
enjoy swimming.” and “We enjoy to swim.” to the 
Link grammar with original dictionary and 
modified dictionary, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 7. The original link grammar parser 
 
 
 
Figure 8. The modified link grammar parser 
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As Figure 7 presented, the link grammar with 
original dictionary can not accept the wrong 
sentence. An error message “No complete linkage 
found.” will appear. 
When the same two sentences are parsed by 
the link grammar with modified dictionary, the 
parsing result is shown as below: 
As shown in Figure 8, the word “enjoy” can 
link to either a gerund or an infinitive –to. Of 
course, there is more error tags that are designed 
for error detection. To sum up, we catalog ten types 
of errors. In the next section, the error tag itself 
will be discussed in detail, including the links that 
can and cannot be modified. 
4. The System Architecture and Examples 
4.1 The System Architecture 
Corpus is a database that it is not only to 
provide dictionary but also to record the mistakes 
of learners, comments of teachers, and system 
feedback. The proposed English-learning corpus 
has positive study data, just like English essay, 
dialog, sentence, word, terms, attributes …etc. It 
can promote language teaching and research. In 
this paper, we will construct a multimedia corpus. 
Except the original data, it also stores many kinds 
of multimedia data, for example voice, teaching 
films, dialog audio, movies video, …etc. in the 
database. Therefore, it can provide a vivid learning 
environment to students and attract more learners 
to use it. This system, presented in figure 9 and 10, 
is a multimedia corpus that provides four main 
functions of the basic way for language learning; 
they are listen, speech, read and write. User can 
read essay, listen standard English pronounce, 
writing compositions, and practice dialog and 
recitation a text. The system can also provide 
research issues to linguistic researchers through 
collecting the results of learners' situation. 
Philologists can analysis some mistakes what the 
non-native student usually make. It is a very 
important information to linguistic researchers. 
User can use this system over the Internet to 
access the multimedia data from the multimedia 
learning corpus. Figure 9 shows a user can reach 
this system anywhere. 
There are two sub systems in this proposed 
system, they are English pattern query system and 
English sentence error detect system, respectively. 
Both of them share the same database. And a 
learner corpus is built by XML. 
The architecture of the “English pattern query 
system” is shown in the figure 11. 
The data must be parse by the link grammar 
with original dictionary and produced the link 
labels. And then system will analysis and filters the 
link labels. Then the link labels will be stored into 
the database. When a user want to query some 
sentence pattern. They can use the interface of the 
 
Figure 9. System architecture overview 
User(teacher,student..)
multimedia web
page
Essay Database Movies DatabaseDialog Database
SQL Server,IIS
Internet
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Figure 10. System architecture 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
system to select the pattern what they want. And 
then the system will transform the query into the 
data-type that the database can readable. And find 
the same link label in the database. If the system 
can find some record in the database. The system 
will retrieve the data and send them to the 
multimedia player on the web. The advantage is 
that user can listen several times until they really 
clear understand the correct pronunciation of the 
sentence, and can make the user understand that 
they can using the sentence in what situation. That 
can make the user know the relation of the 
sentence and the circumstance in really world. 
And the other sub-system is “English 
sentence error detect system”. The architecture of 
the English sentence error detect system is shown 
in the figure 12. 
The user can input the sentence what they 
write into the system. And the link grammar with 
modified dictionary will parse the sentence,  after 
English pattern
Query Function
data transform
multimedia
player on the
web
Output
DataBase
Label analysis
& filter
Link grammar
Parser
(Original)
data input
Data/Sentence
 
 
Figure 11. English pattern query system architecture 
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Figure 12. English sentence error detect system architecture 
 
analysis and filter the link labels if error tags are 
detect by the system. The system will find the 
description and error examples of the learner 
corpus and then the system will show that 
information on the web page. If the system didn’t 
understand what kind of the error is. Maybe the 
system did not defined yet or the system can not 
deal with. Those sentences will be stored in the 
database. Philologists can analysis these kinds of 
the sentences. And then they can find the new rules 
to enhance this system. 
This system construction in SQL Server 7.0 
and that have three main database, essay, dialog 
and movies, as previous figure 9 shown. In this 
paper, only essay database is discussed. There is 
data schema of essay database： 
 
Table 6. Essay_meta 
 
Field datatype Length 
Essay_no Int 4 
Title varchar 100 
From_book varchar 50 
Created_date datetime 8 
Keywords varchar 20 
Class_level int 4 
Type int 4 
Authors varchar 20 
Annotation int 4 
Essay varchar 8000 
Voice carchar 50 
No_para int 4 
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Keyword: the keywords of the essay. 
class_level: the hard degree of essay.  
type: the type of the essay issue. 
annotation: the annotation by manual. 
essay: the whole sentence of the essay.  
voice: the audio files of the essay. 
no_para: the number of paragraph. 
 
And the schema of the essay sentence Essay sentence 
 
Table 7. Essay_sentence 
 
Field datatype Length 
Sentence_no int 4 
Essay_no int 4 
Class_level int 4 
Sentence varchar 200 
Chinese varchar 200 
Voice varchar 50 
Annotation int 4 
Paragraphs int 4 
Link_g varchar 4 
 
Chinese: the translation to Chinese. 
annotation: the annotation by manual. 
paragraphic: the nth paragraphic. 
Voice: the audio files of the sentence. 
Link_g: the label set. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. English pattern query system interface 
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4.2 System Examples 
In this section, this paper shows the operation 
examples of the system. It is a web-based user 
interface. The figure 13 shows the interface of the 
English pattern query system. 
Users have an easy use interface; they just 
need to drop down the menu and chose the pattern 
that they want to read. And then the system will 
return the query result with the multimedia data on 
the web browser. It is shown in figure 14. 
User can see the movies and listen the audio 
through the hyper-media web browser. And the 
user can practice the conversation or declaim the 
essay several times on the Internet. This system 
also support keyword-based query. The user can 
also use this kind of query to retrieval the sentence. 
Next, the figure 15 will show the interface of 
the English sentence error detect system. 
In this system, users can input their sentence. 
And the system will check this input sentence is 
error or not based on the link grammar with 
modified dictionary. Figure 16 shows the example: 
when a user input a correct English sentence. 
As showed in figure 17, here an error 
sentence is generated and the response of this 
system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Query result 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15. English sentence error detect system interface 
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When the linkage of the user’s input appears 
one error tag, the system will search the Learner 
Corpus and the correct and incorrect examples will 
be given to the user. Of course, the description also 
is included. Figure 18 shows the result. 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 
5.1 The Contribution and Remarks 
As mentioned before, learning English is 
always a big problem for foreign students. After 
analysis and experiment, the systems can easily use 
the label set which store in the corpus parsed by 
link grammar. It will help user to find the English 
sentence pattern, when they are learning these 
patterns in junior or senior high school. 
Furthermore, this system promotes a high 
interaction multimedia system. And some linguistic 
experts suggest that the best way to improve 
English ability is to get a good English-learning 
environment and practice English in several 
different ways. 
 
 
Figure 16. Correct sentence result 
 
 
Figure 17. Error sentence result 
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The Link Grammar proposed by Daniel D.K. 
Sleator and Davy Temperley is a word based 
parsing mechanism. It is believed that the system 
should be a good grammar checker. However, the 
system proposed by the paper focuses on the fault 
tolerance ability, especially for non-native students. 
The contributions of the system come from that it 
can parse the sentences that the original Link 
Grammar cannot do. 
By the way, we have made steady progress in 
the quality of our modified dictionary. It appears 
that the idea proposed by the paper can apply to 
other natural language processing and its 
corresponding applications. 
The system provides not only query the 
English sentence pattern, but also can parse input 
sentences on-line. It is importance to philologist to 
analysis the sentences generated by learners, and 
they can easy to find the common or special 
mistakes. And then they can change the focus of 
teaching course in the future for the complete learn 
environment. 
This system can provide a better environment 
for teacher and student. That can give a more 
interactive relationship to teachers and students. 
And it combines the humanism education with 
technology. The system can advance these two 
sciences for a better achievement. 
5.2 Future Works 
Generally speaking, words are a basic unit of 
communication common to all natural language 
texts and speech-processing activities. For English 
teaching, teachers always want to know what kinds 
of mistakes students may make. The system can 
also be extended to cover more scalable ranges 
according to different functional necessities. The 
descendants can develop other applications by 
using the idea of the paper. 
In the other way, XML has the self- 
descriptive characteristic. Such a feature makes it 
more and more widely used for the data 
interchange in the world. The applications and 
research areas may become a popular subject in the 
future. 
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